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ABSTRACT:
IN THIS PAPER I WILL TRY TO DEMONSTRATE THAT ALTHOUGH SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS
MATTER TO A CERTAIN EXTENT IN THE PROCESS OF VIOLENT RADICALISATION OF SOME YOUNG
BRITISH MUSLIMS, VIOLENT RADICALISATION IS A MUCH MORE COMPLEX PROCESS IN WHICH
ALIENATION TOWARDS BRITISH SOCIETY AND ITS VALUES AND PRINCIPLES, ALONG WITH ANGER
TOWARDS BRITISH POLICIES TO COMBAT VIOLENT EXTREMISM, THE OPPOSITION IN THE FACE OF
BRITISH FOREIGN POLICY STEMMING FROM PERCEIVED DISCRIMINATION, MARGINALISATION
CAUSES A STRONG IDENTITY CRISIS THAT FOR SOME YOUNG BRITISH MUSLIMS FINDS IT
SOLUTION IN THE ADOPTION OF VIOLENT ISLAMIST FUNDAMENTALIST VIEWS.
I WILL TRY TO ILLUSTRATE THAT THE FEW YOUNG BRITISH MUSLIMS WHO DECIDE TO ENGAGE IN
RADICAL VIOLENT ACTIONS AGAINST THE BRITISH STATE, OR DECIDE TO BECOME FOREIGN
FIGHTERS AND GO TO THE MIDDLE EAST TO FIGHT ALONGSIDE JIHADI GROUPS LIKE DAESH, ARE
OFTEN WELL EDUCATED, BUT BECAUSE OF A FEELING OF NOT BELONGING TO THE BRITISH
SOCIETY, BECAUSE OF THE CONSTANT PERCEIVED MARGINALISATION, THE LACK OF A
PROEMINENT VOICE IN THE SOCIO-POLITICAL DYNAMICS THEY CAN BECOME VULNERABLE IN
THE FACE OF FUNDAMENTALIST IDEOLOGIES THAT MANIPULATE THE IDEA OF THE
ALTERNATIVE- THE GLOBAL ISLAMIC COMMUNITY, THE UMMAH- IN WHICH ALL THESE
QUESTIONS AND UNCERTAINTIES SEEM TO FIND THEIR ANSWER.
KEY WORDS: BRITISH MULTICULTURALISM, ALIENATION, SEGREGATED COMMUNITIES,
IDENTITY CRISIS, VIOLENT RADICALISATION

INTRODUCTION
In 2001, in the towns of Oldham, Burnley and Bradford in the United Kingdom
extremely violent race riots happened, triggered mainly by young British Muslims of SouthAsian lineage, that moment representing the essential point that sparked the strong debate
within the British State concerning the successful application of multicultural principles. It
was considered that although British multiculturalism has tried to promote tolerance and
integration of immigrant communities, while allowing them to retain their cultural identities
and specific practices, this has happened at the expense of creating a common national
identity, thus introducing the parallel societies thesis2-according to whom Muslim minorities
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have become isolated from the rest of society, self-segregating and adopting isolationist
practices.3 Trevor Phillips, once head of the Commission for Racial Equality warned that UK
"is sleepwalking into segregation", that multiculturalism creates communities "outside
mainstream society" that "will grow quickly apart from the rest of us, developing their own
lifestyles, playing after their own rules"4, these statements highlighting the possibility of a
chronic cultural conflict and fueling the process of portraying the Muslim community as a
threat to British society and values. Also, Ted Cantle stated in his famous report, Community
Cohesion, that ”many communities operate on the basis of a series of parallel lives; these
lives don`t seem to meet in any moment, much less overlap and promote significant
interchange".5 David Cameron has characterized British multiculturalism as a "barrier that
divides British society"6 and after becoming prime-minister he argued that the doctrine of
multiculturalism "encouraged culturally different people to live separately from each other
and away from the British society"7, allowing segregated communities behave in manners
that go totally against British values.
Then followed the 7 July 2005 London terrorist attacks, in which four young British
Muslims became the first indigenous UK domestic suicide bombers, this being the first time
that British Muslim citizens, born and raised in the UK have decided to undertake acts of
terrorism of this magnitude on home soil. With the amplification of the Syrian civil war and
the amazing advance of the jihadi group Daesh, self-proclaimed the Islamic State, many
Western European citizens violently radicalized, attracted by the jihadi fundamentalist
ideology of the group and decided to leave their families to become foreign fighters in the
Middle East along with these terrorist group. Immediately after 7/7 bombings, Tony Blair
said that “being in a multicultural society was always implicitly balanced by a duty to
integrate, to be part of the UK"8, and six years later, David Cameron reinforced this vision
and promoted muscular liberalism doctrine in Great Britain considering that a forced
commitment toward democracy, rule of law and respect for minorities is not an option but a
way of life.
In addition to these developments, it is important to point out that a notable part of
British and European literature has shaped a negative image of the various expressions of
Muslim religious identity (the niqab, hijab) as signs of society’s islamization that pose a
threat to its fundamental values by being direct and irrefutable elements related to jihadist
violence. In the British media there were important instances in which Islam was immediately
connected with terrorism thus again fueling the image of Muslim communities as a cultural
threat to UK. Also, at the level of political discourse after the Woolwich attack, British
Prime Minister Tony Blair said there is a problem "inside Islam"9and former leader of the farright nationalist party, UKIP, Lord Pearson warned that there is a "growing dark side" in
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British Muslims10 all of these elements, strongly fueling islamophobe sentiments and antiMuslim hate in times in which the various British Muslim communities needed to be
reassured and there was a need to build society-wide confidence.
The internal view in the British state seemed to be that immigrants and ethnic
minority communities are those that have the responsibility to integrate into mainstream
British society, but not so clear was enunciated the responsibility of the state, of other British
citizens to help in this process. Such a vision has determined that the structure of British
policies to combat violent radicalisation relied on simple actions of issue securitization, of
enhancing supervision over Muslim communities.
I believe that a truly comprehensive analysis of the phenomenon of violent
radicalisation of young British Muslims that can provide more effective preventive measures
must be based on a holistic approach, however, carefully nuanced of the process that takes
into account the importance of socio-political-cultural-economic factors, society's
atomization, disillusionment, the discrimination and marginalization felt, thus the individual
psychology and subjective negative experiences11 often fueled by mass media, elements that
then open the path to an identity crisis, a search for understanding and purpose that
sometimes finds its solution in adopting fundamentalist Islamist violent views, which provide
the alternative of a close community, a clear identity which resonates with the existential
needs of many young Western Muslims.
THE CONCEPT OF VIOLENT RADICALISATION
The working definition of violent radicalisation for this paper is "socialization in
extremist and terrorist acts".12 Radicalisation is defined in Britain's Strategy Prevent as the
“the process by which a person comes to support terrorism and extremism that lead to
terrorism", while extremism is “vocal or active opposition to fundamental British values,
including democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty and mutual respect and tolerance of
different faiths and beliefs; also calls for the death of members of our armed forces, whether
in this country or overseas". 13
There is a clear awareness that violent radicalism is a phenomenon related to context
par excellence, that “these developments and experiences are deeply rooted in a historical
context."14 A solid analysis of the phenomenon of violent radicalisation of young British
Muslims citizens must take into account also the state's actions not only those of ethnic
minority communities, “radicalisation taking place in a course of action and reaction in
which the action of the State often plays an important role”.15
It should be noted extremely clear from the outset that attempting to identify and
predict a person's potential involvement in violent radical/terrorism activities based on
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ethnicity, religion, difficult economic and educational backgrounds has strongly failed 16,
radicalized individuals often being “unremarkable in demographic, economic and
psychological terms".17 There is no single cause or catalist for violent radicalisation, this
being a multi-dimensional process influenced by a complex array of internal and external
factors, triggers and forces18, thus contradicting the conventional wisdom that claims
explaining the process of violent radicalisation in terms of mental or social fragility,
abnormality or irrationality. What must be thus understood is that for an individual to
violently radicalise there is a combination of various unique factors for that person, and we
are not able to clearly state which factor prevails in front of others.19
It must be from the beginning mentioned that not every person with radical views
becomes a terrorist and “not all those who engage in acts of terrorism necessarily hold
radical beliefs."20 This clarification is extremely important for my paper because although
many young Muslims face the same difficult socio-economic conditions, discrimination and
marginalization, they don`t decide as the few members of their community to embrace
Islamist fundamentalist visions but on the contrary, they are fighting against extremist and
radical tendencies to demonstrate that Islam is a religion of peace, respect and tolerance,
constantly demonstrating that they are citizens that comply with the basic principles on which
the United Kingdom is built.
I. SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS
Economic and social deprivation was considered a vital factor for the violent
radicalisation of young Muslims in Western societies. With regard to the situation in Great
Britain it should be noted that many young Muslims from various Muslim communities are
living in segregated areas defined by poverty, strong spatial concentration21, living in socalled ethno-religious universes, ghettos defined not only by physical segregation, but by
economic, social, cultural, intellectual and polical segregation22-closed societies, where
people are still anchored in the culture and traditions of the country of origin. Also in the
process of analysing the social networks inside of these segregated communities we may
identify their insularity that can contribute to a state of “identity readiness”23condusive to
radicalisation processes, due mainly to the lack of solid interaction with other members of the
wider British society, those outside one's own ethno-religious group.
On the other hand, many young British Muslims face difficulties of educational
achievements, while others although have important educational achievements fail to convert
them into social class mobility relative to other groups with similar levels of education, so
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they are engaged in low graduate employment; there are also unemployment rates exceeding
the national percentage general correspondent24, with households where there is no adult in
employment.25 Some young British nationals, Muslim immigrants of second or third
generation, born in the British society and socialised in British schools, or naturalised after
years of residency and integration, endure frustrating barriers regarding their socio-economic
mobility, sometimes face discrimination as members of an ethnic minority, and all these
elements lead gradually to their alienation26, to perceptions of being unfairly treated or
discriminated against by state institutions, thus making them vulnerable in the face of the
alternatives embodied by violent Islamist fundamentalist ideologies, radical extremists
exploiting this victimization psychology. However, it needs to be extremely clearly
understood that while in a few situations, economic deprivation can provide the emotional
impulse and the basis for moral justifications of political violence, the overwhelming
majority of young British Muslims who suffer from significant deprivations do not embrace
at all such extremist attitudes even more, they strongly oppose extremist, radical Islamist
ideologies.
II. DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN BRITISH POLICY
The fact that some terrorist attacks on European territory were made by doctors,
engineers, highlights an extremely important aspect, namely that individuals with successful
professional lives, well educated, with jobs and families and who appear to be active in their
local communities may also be radicalised.27 Thus it must be outlined that young Muslims,
well educated, living in democratic Western Nations, are not necessarily struggling with the
issue of poverty but with issues of identity, belonging and radical groups messages
sometimes alleviate their meaningful frustrations.28 The best known example is that of
Mohammed Sidique Khan, one of 7/7 London suicide bombers, a university graduate that has
constantly tried to disguise his Pakistani-Muslim identity by adopting the Western name of
Sid, who was fascinated by Western civilization, at one point even fell in love with the USA,
who had a general indifference towards religion and culture, his friends even describing him
as "very english"29, a totally different picture from the one in which he had strongly criticized
Western foreign policy.30
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In a Report of the Home Office it was emphasized extremely clear that one of the
main drivers of violent radicalisation phenomenon among young Muslims is that they "feel
they have no voice or a legitimate outlet for political expression, protest or dissent;
leadership roles are traditionally held by elders, and youth may feel frustrated by their
inability to get involved actively in decision-making structures".31 Also, many young people
consider that politicians talk about Islam as a problematic religion, political discourse is
sometimes blamed for attacking the Islamic faith and otherising its underlying concepts32,
and they feel they can not express their political views, that their voices are disregarded by
mainstream media, politicians, and the common element in all these cases is not poverty but
the gap between these young people and conventional political processes.
Thus the perceived sense of exclusion from mainstream society and politics, that
political impotence as the one illustrated in the attempt to alter the course of the Iraq war
alongside the political legitimacy crisis of state institutions may lead to disillusionment with
the political principles and processes, these structural elements being endemic and
aggravating the distrust and isolation of young people with limited horizons, fueling
antagonism and anger toward the state.33
It has been proven that grievances relating to the situation of the global Muslim
community and the rage for "perceived Western hegemony”34 are vital considerations in
analysing the causes of violent radicalisation of young Europeans/Britons and here it is
important to note that the common point is in fact the perception that there is an attack/strong
discrimination against Muslims and Islam. Here there are examples like that of Mohammed
Sidique Khan who stated that "your democratically elected governments continuously
perpetuate atrocities against my people all over the world; your support of them makes you
directly responsible, just as I am directly responsible for protecting and avenging my Muslim
brothers and sisters; until we feel security, you will be our targets".35 For all of these
individuals, images such as those at Abu Ghraib, Guantanamo, or the occupation of Iraq can
serve as justification for their recourse to violence against the British State, underlining the
role of political events in incubating and catalyzing violent radicalisation.
In this context of discontent against the manner in which the British State's foreign
policy is designed and applied, extremist religious movements, such as Hizb-Ut-Tahrir who
strongly criticized Western democracy and underlined the failure of preventing the Iraq war,
have managed to increase their ability to alleviate the feelings of disempowerment of some
young British Muslims.
III. DISCRIMINATION, ALIENATION, MARGINALISATION
In general, after every terrorist attack there has been a rise in anti-Muslim hatred.
These incidents occurred in daily life where mosques were attacked, Muslim women who
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wore a scarf or hijab, niqab had the veil pulled off their face, Muslim men were attacked and
racist graffiti was written on Muslim graves and properties. There has also been an increase
in attacks against Muslims in the online environment where they were the target of
cyberbullying, cyber harassment, cyber incitement and violence threats.36 All abuses suffered
had a great impact on their self-esteem and confidence, leading to depression, isolation,
anxiety, insecurity, fear, vulnerability, the attacks being regarded as attacks against their
Muslim identity. These elements can lead to perceptions of being the “other” and might
adversely affect the cohesion of the community because the victims feel alienated, isolated
and that they “do not belong to the British society".37
Also, many young Muslims have pointed out the problematic way in which the media
presents various events related to the Muslim community with an emphasis on highlighting
the links between Islam and terrorism without providing the opportunity for moderate voices
to show the true image of Islam. Thus they blame the willful ignorance towards the Muslim
religion, dynamics that do nothing more than feed the us versus them rhetoric and continue
portraying all Muslims as threats to British national values. The idea of a hidden enemy
within Muslim communities and in British society is a recurring speech in the media. 38
Recent studies underlined that some young British Muslims feel a deep sense of inequality at
the same time when they feel that they are unable to express their concerns, or to express
dissidence, out of the fear of being categorised as “unbritish".39
IV. THE IMPACT OF BRITISH STRATEGY TO COMBAT VIOLENT
EXTREMISM ON MUSLIM COMMUNITIES
An esential dimension of the British strategy of combating extremism and violent
radicalisation was called Prevent and it was adopted in July 2006, putting an emphasis on
addressing inequalities and improving educational performance, employment opportunities
and living conditions for Muslims. It also stressed the need to increase community cohesion
and strengthen community integration through, for example, the creation in June 2006 of the
Commission on Integration and Cohesion, which was meant to address the segregation and
barriers in front of cohesion and integration and to identify how local communities can be
empowered to tackle extremist ideologies. It must be admitted that Prevent and the larger
British government strategy meant to discourage young British Muslims from embracing
radical fundamentalist views has had important results, numerous young people being
directed away from the path of violent radicalisation.
However, Theresa May MP stated in 2010 that "Prevent, the programme which we
inherited from the last Government was flawed; it confused the delivery of Government
policy to promote integration with Government policy to prevent terrorism; it failed to
confront the extremist ideology at the heart of the threat we face; and in trying to reach those
at risk of radicalisation, funding sometimes even reached the very extremist organization that
Prevent should have been confronting".40
The main problem with the manner of conceptualizing the Prevent strategy is that it
has focused from the outset on the Muslim community as being collectively the only
community under the threat of violent radicalisation, stressing that terrorism is a specific
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problem of the Muslim communities, turning them into suspect communities. There have
been warnings that allegations of espionage, intelligence gathering and surveillance under
Prevent are spread and that “Muslim communities have felt unjustly targeted and named as
potential terrorists, the strategy has contributed to a sense of frustration and alienation
among Muslims which can increase the risk of making some individuals more vulnerable to
radicalisation".41
In what regards British counter-terrorist legislation, the surveillance practices, along
with British police increased powers of stop and search, increased controls at borders, these
were considered excessive and disproportionate fueling among some members of the British
Muslim communities a strong perception of discrimination on the part of British authorities
which has affected their confidence in state authorities, strongly diminished their cooperation
with the police. The narrow focus on Muslim communities may have fueled social divisions
within the Muslim communities and between Muslims and the rest of British citizens, and the
actions perceived to have violated the privacy of some British Muslims is considered to have
contributed to deterring them from taking part in political dynamics, making them more
vulnerable in the face of violent islamist ideology.
V. IDENTITY CRISIS THE ALTERNATIVE- ISLAMIST
FUNDAMENTALIST IDEOLOGY
The violent radicalisation process often begins with a search for identity in a time of
crisis when the individual feels that he does not belong to society, that he is marginalized,
discriminated against by the socio-political system that should have protected him and in
which he has put his entire confidence, and this “shakes potential radical`s psychological
frames of reference and lead them question what it means to be a Muslim". 42 There is a
strong tension and competition between the values of secular Western states and the
traditional religious values of ethnic communities, and young British are often trapped
between the contradictions between the values of the society in which they were born and
those of their parents. The identities of resistance43 are created by disempowered youth as a
solid opposition in the face of the principles that underlie the British society.
An extremely important aspect is that consistent answers to questions of identity of
young Muslims in an environment defined by islamophobic behaviors in which they perceive
themselves as "ever-beleaguered by a popular culture that regards Islam and Muslims in
antithetical terms; a neo-Orientalism that places Islam as the bogey of society"44 can no
longer be given by traditional Muslim religious institutions/organizations. That's mainly
because they explain traditions and customs of their culture of origin with which many
Muslim young people born in the UK have no connection, often presenting them in another
language and not in English. Although there are Muslim leaders who promote the values of
multiculturalism and make all possible efforts to combat radicalisation, there are also
traditional leaders, with strong immigrant roots, which are sometimes culturally izolationists,
theological conservatives-the so-called traditional ulema. They are no longer able to connect
with today`s youth and to respond to their questions of identity, they are not considered
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representative, and there is also a strong divergence linked to “who holds the legitimacy of
religious authority, who has the moral authority to guide”.45
In this higly complex context, in the process of radicalisation we must pay special
attention to the radical religious ideologies because in adopting radical Islamic
fundamentalist views, the whole worldview of those young people changes, everything that
fails to conform to this perceived moral clarity is doomed and this perspective is facilitated
by a almost manichean separation of reality in good and evil, often accompanied by a
worsening/breaking family relations, social contacts. The concept of ummah, the abstract,
transnational "community" of all Muslims is largely manipulated by radical islamist
organisations because the concept manages to offer the sense of membership, collective
identity, purpose and meaning46, security, self-esteem, trust for young Muslims, which were
confronted with identities void of meaning, feelings of powerlessness and lack of selfdetermination, perceived societal disconnectedness, an absence of a cultural attachment
toward the state they were born in and their parents origin country.
There are, however, some European citizens who decide to violently radicalise out of
pure desire for adventure, the risk assumed in the theatres of war in the Middle East alongside
the various jihadi groups being one highly intriguing on the one hand and on the other hand
allowing these individuals to strengthen their status among friends, family, community, of
obtaining glory and reputation in front of others.47 Grievances are not sufficient for an
individual to violently radicalise, and as Jamie Barlett and Carl Miller argued, other factors
are important such as: “an emotional desire to act in the face of injustice; enthusiasm, status
and the internal code of honor, peer pressure".48 It should be clearly noted that although the
role of extremist religious ideology is an important one in the violent radicalisation of some
European citizens, providing a really important vehicle for engaging individuals in terrorist
acts, articulating jihadi groups narratives and offering consistency to the group and its beliefs,
this is not always the primary reason that young Europeans decide to violently radicalise.
Much of Western foreign fighters entering the process of radicalisation, do not hold religious
extremist ideologies, at least not initially, violence against enemies being initially legitimized
“through less reference to ideology or political strategy and more through diffuse feelings”.49
CONCLUSIONS
What must be understood is that although the overwhelming majority of British
Muslim communities is composed of citizens that have fully internalized the rules and
principles on which the British state is built, loving and cherishing Islam as a peaceful and
tolerant religion, there are also some young British Muslims who feel they do not belong to
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the British society, passing through significant identity crises. In this paper I have tried to
show that the violent radicalisation process that is developing within the framework of
Western European States and within the British State is a highly complex process that cannot
be attributed exclusively to the socio-economic difficulties faced by young British Muslims
because many British homegrown terrorists and radicalised British individuals were actually
educated, seeming to be integrated into Western society. However, regardless of these
appereances, the perceived feelings of discrimination, marginalization, lack of belonging to
British society, the counter-terrorism surveillance policies considered to be excessive and
disproportionate, the British foreign policy approach, determined them to adopt violent
radical views, some young British Muslims choosing as justification for their political
violence, the fundamentalist Islamist doctrine. The identity fluidity, the identity crises, the
society`s atomization are essential elements with which some young Muslims in Western
societies are confronted. They are estranged from their parent`s origin countries culture and
principles, they seem to not find their place in the society in which they were born, and thus
are determined to seek alternatives to resolve the need for meaning and belonging,
appreciation, and in the current strongly unstable international context, fundamentalist
Islamist organisations with jihadi worldview are likely to draw them on their side.
I do not believe that multiculturalism has failed as it is strongly promoted even by
British leaders, but that it was thought and applied according to some incorrect assumptions,
and a revival of its principles will require a radical rethink of British policies to combat
extremism, policies to combat terrorism, social, economic, cultural, political policies that
would take account of the views of moderate, though critical voices of young people in the
different Muslim communities, an admission that there is a solid existential dimension of the
violent radicalisation of young British citizens, that violent radicalisation is not a problem of
Islam, or even of the poisonous ideology of Islamist fundamentalist views, but of the
alienation felt by some young Muslims due to the discrimination and marginalization from
their everyday lives.
What is nedeed is a political and a public media discourse to promote a solid inclusion
of all British Muslim communities, to try to alleviate feelings of being perceived as the
threatening other in order to rebuild trust and respect between Muslim communities and the
state, to enhance cooperation and communication with young Muslim people that could then
have the courage to express all anger and beliefs, to meet their need for knowledge and
identity rediscovering, to demonstrate that the British State does not question their loyalty. I
conclude that the United Kingdom should no longer rely so much on the rigid construction of
the extremely vague concept of “britishness " previously considered a vital element that had
to be demonstrated by the Muslim communities often at the expense of their own identity,
because Muslim people in Great Britain through their constant dedication towards the basic
pillers of British democracy demonstrate in the most simple and natural way what it means to
be truly British. This battle for the hearts and minds of young Muslim people can truly be
won!
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